
CompArch SS 2020: Exercise 2 11.08.2020

The application considered in the following exercise calculates (in an inefficient way)
the integral ∫ B

A
dxf(x) , (1)

for f(x) = x3. For the numerical integration the extended trapezoidal rule is used:∫ B

A
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f(xm)

]
+ ε , (2)

where A = x1 < x2 < · · · < xm−1 < xm = B.
The method can be implemented such that iterations are possible, where at each

iteration i the computation is refined by adding 2i−1 additional interior points.
For more information see: Press et al., “Numerical Recipes in C. The Art of Scientific

Computing”.
The source code can be found here:

/home/pld03721/cs/lectures/ca/ca1/exercises/ex2/trapzd

To perform the numerical integration with 2n + 1 interior points, you have to cal the
application as ./trapzd.x <n>.

1. Theoretical analysis

Consider the following questions:

1. How does Ifp scale as a function of n?

2. How does Imem scale as a function of n? Do you expect the number of cache misses
to be large?

2. Analyse application using gprof

Generate a profiling report for the application, draw a call graph and document the
number of calls of the function cube() for n = 8, 12, 16, 20, 24.

To generate the report perform the following steps:

� Compile code for gprof: gcc -pg -no-pie -o trapzd.x trapzd.c

� Execute programm: ./trapzd.x

� Generate profiling report: gprof ./trapzd.x gmon.out



Note that the application has to be linked with the run-time library librt if the use
of the function clock gettime() is enabled, i.e. you have to add -lrt to the compiler
call.

3. Perform time measurements

Instrument the code for time measurements and measure execution times for n =
8, 12, 16, 20, 24. Draw the execution time as a function of n and estimate the average
execution time of the function cube().

Test how performance changes when enabling more compiler optimizations, e.g. gcc

-O3 -pg -o trapzd.x trapzd.c -lrt

4. Perform performance counter measurements

Repeat the previous exercise, but use the time stamp counter and/or PAPI interface
instead. Retrieve the clock speed from /proc/cpuinfo. Cross-check the results with
those obtained in the previous exercise.

PAPI is installed in the directory /home/pld03721/opt/papi-5.6.0.


